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Demonstration of a special viewer to investigate the perception and
assessment of artificially illuminated rooms

Ch. Schierz, H. Krueger
Institute of Hygiene and Applied Physiology, ETH-Zurich NW, CH-8092 Zurich

Introduction

It is well known, that photometric assessment of a
lighting system is not sufficient to produce indoor
illumination that satisfies occupants (Tiller 1990).
The reason is, that light does not only cause visibil-
ity of objects, which can be measured, but it acts
also as a carrier of information. These two aspects
can be connected to the following requirements:

• The illumination must not cause inconvenience.
Sources of disturbances are glare, light defi-
ciency, shadow, flicker, etc. These can be meas-
ured by means of photometric methods.

• The illumination must improve comfort. Light
should organise the properties of information in
the environment of humans. For example it can
emphasize important information (eye-catcher)
or it can stimulate desired associations (e.g. pri-
vate public). Comfort is increased if these as-
sociations match the expected interior of the
room.

The objective of the study was to establish new fun-
damentals for assessment of well-being (emotion)
and the formation of associations (attribution).
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Fig.1: The objective world is communicated to the sub-
jective world of mental constructs. Subjective as-
sessments (attribution, affective judgement) are
done according to the construct system and not to
the objective world directly.

We built a model that links the objective physical
world with the subjective psychological world. A
„mental construct system“ of visual perception is the
core of the model. We assume that the subjects do
not assess the objective world directly. It is assessed

through the mental construct system (Fig.1). We
have tested this model through experiments de-
scribed as follows.

Methods

In order to get realistic presentations of lighting
systems and of the lit indoor environment we evalu-
ated different experimental set-ups (Tab.1) and dif-
ferent possibilities of picture generation (Tab.2).

Tab.1: Parameters of experimental observation set-ups in-
fluencing the realism of presentations.
+ = possible;
o = possible with additional expenditure;
– = not possible
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possible picture
generation systems

lighting laboratory + + + + + + + –
• reality
• slide projection

mock-up model
1:10 + + + – o o + o

• reality
• slide projection

projection in half
sphere (perimeter) o + + + o – + + • slide projection

stereoscopic pro-
jection on screen + – + – o – o +

• VDU
• slide projection
• paper photograph

stereoscopic pro-
jection into eyes + + o – + – o +

• VDU
• slide projection

It was important to have a flexible system that al-
lows changing lighting scenes rapidly. Therefore we
have chosen stereoscopic projection of photographic
slides into the eyes. The achieved realism is mainly
a consequence of the extended and regular visual
field. Stereoscopic vision pleases the subjects bu
tenhances perception of depth only for short distan-
ces.
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Tab.2: Parameters of picture generation influencing the
realism of presentations.
+ = possible;
o = possible with additional expenditure;
– = not possible

high
resolution

extended
range of

luminance
colours

high
flexibility

reality + + + –
slide projection + + + o
VDU – – + +
paper photograph + – + o

So-called “lighting scenarios” were used as objec-
tive world. The scenarios are realistic stereoscopic
pictures of various types of interior lighting (Fig.2)
generated with a special slide viewer (Fig.3). With
this system the different effects of the lighting sce-
narios were recorded from 21 subjects using mutual
comparison (MDS: Borg, Groenen 1997) as well as
a built-in acoustical questionnaire.
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Fig.2: Luminance distribution of lighting scenarios.
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Fig.3: Slide viewer in order to project stereoscopic pic-
tures into the eyes (eye movement recording has
not been used in these experiments).

Results

The results show, that the model of a mental con-
struct system can be concretised by means of the
special viewer. Subsequently we could establish a
connection between the lighting scenarios and the
mental construct system (Fig.4) on one hand as well
as between the mental construct system and the
subjective assessments on the other hand (not
shown).
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Fig.4: 3-dimensional mental lighting construct, calcula-
ted from mutual scenario comparisons. Each
sphere represents one lighting scenario (marked as
in Fig.2). The distance between two spheres repre-
sents the perceived difference between the two
corresponding scenarios. The subjects have un-
consciously chosen three Dimensions to judge the
differences.

Conclusions

The demonstrated system can represent interiors rea-
listically. It is usable therefore as tool in basic re-
search. It can be discussed, how the findings can be
put into illumination planning practice. There is no
need to alter planning tools but to modify planning
concepts. These concepts should be based upon a
common mental construct system of the planned
building by all participants (architect, builder-owner,
lighting engineer, user etc.). The demonstrated
viewer can also be developed further (e.g. using
high-resolution VDU-screens instead of slides), in
order to get a planning tool for architects.
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